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APPENDIX A: APPROACH TO THE RADIATION HEAT 

EXCHANGE 

Radiation 

A body which is at above zero absolute temperature emits radiation. The body emits 

radiation in to all directions over a broad range of wave lengths. Since emitted 

radiation depends on various factors an idealized body is defined and it is referred as 

a black body. 

Black body 

A black body is defined as a perfect emitter and absorber of radiation. At a specified 

temperature and wave length, no surface can emit more energy than a black body.  A 

black body absorbs all incident radiation, regardless of wave length and direction. 

Also a black body emits radiation energy uniformly in all directions per unit area 

normal to direction of emission (Cengel, 2007).  

According to the Stefan–Boltzmann law, the rate at which radiation energy emitted 

by a blackbody per unit surface area is expressed as, 

 JK � �Ó�  

Eb (W/m2) is known as black body emissive power. σ is Stefan–Boltzmann constant 

and T is the absolute temperature of the surface. 

Intensity of emitted radiation  

Level of radiation is frequently expressed by radiation intensity and it is an indication 

of radiation energy received or emitted by a surface. Emission is the origin of the 

radiation. Spectral intensity of emitted radiation (Iλ,e) can be define as the rate at 

which radiant energy is emitted at the wave length λ in the (θ,6)  direction, per unit 

area of the emitting surface normal to this direction, per unit solid angle about this 

direction, and per unit wave length interval `x about λ (Incropera & Dewitt, 2009).       
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According to the definition of the radiation intensity, 

�wc��xc fc ×� � `"`M DEF f�`g�`x���� 
Where, `g�7e�4`�	����� � F}n f� `f`×  and (dq/dλ) = dqλ. 

 �wc��xc fc ×� � `"w`M DEFf� F}nf� `f�`×  

Emissivity 

Emissivity represents the ratio between radiation emitted by a surface at a given 

temperature and radiation emitted by a black body at the same temperature. The 

emissivity of a real surface may vary with the temperature, direction and the 

wavelength of emitted radiation. Due to this reason different emissivities are defined 

depending on the considered effect. Thus, spectral hemispherical emissivity is 

defined as, 

 

Figure 1: Emission of radiation from a differential area dA into a 
hemispherical space 
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Iw�xc �� � Jw�xc ��JwcK�xc �� 
Total hemispherical emissivity which indicates an average over all possible wave 

lengths and directions is defined as follows. 

 �I��� � J���JK���  

 

Irradiance 

Radiation energy incident on a surface may originate from emission and reflection 

occurring at other surfaces. By taking it into consideration irradiance (also known as 

irradiance) G (W/m2) is expressed as the rate at which radiation incident per unit area 

from all directions and all wave lengths.  

Absorption, reflection and transmission of radiation 

Radiation incident on a surface is subjected to absorption, reflection and 

transmission.    

 

 

   

  

    

As in the case of emission, above three incidents may also be characterized by both 

spectral and directional dependence.  

Figure 2: Reflection, absorption and transmittance of incident 
radiation by a semitransparent material 

Incident radiation, G 

Gab

Gre

Gtr 
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Spectral hemispherical absorptivity, α is defined as the fraction of irradiance 

absorbed by the surface, 

�w�w� � LwcØK��w�Lw�w�  

Spectral hemispherical refectivity, ρ is defined as the fraction of irradiance reflected 

by the surface, 

�w�w� � Lwc#�Ù�w�Lw�w�  

Spectral hemispherical transmitivity, τ is defined as the fraction of irradiance 

transmitted by the surface, 

�w�w� � Lwc #�w�Lw�w�  

Total hemispherical quantities which represent an intergraded average over wave 

length and direction can be defined based on above equations. 

According to above definitions it is clear that for all wavelengths��w ; �w ; �w � �. 

It is considered as � � 0 for opaque surfaces. 

As given by Kirchhoff’s law, the total hemispherical emissivity of a surface at 

temperature T is equal to its total hemispherical absorptivity for radiation coming 

from a blackbody at the same temperature (Cengel, 2007). 

I��� � ����  
View factor 

View factor is useful in order to compute the magnitudes of radiation exchange 

between surfaces. The view factor is defined as the fraction of the radiation leaving 

surface i, which is directly intercepted by surface j and denoted by Fij. 
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A

A1 
Ak 

A

 O�� � "�a�M�H�   

View factor is a purely geometric quantity and also known as shape factor, 

configuration factor and angle factor. 

View factor relations  

According to the view factor integral following relationship can be obtained. 

M�O�� � M�O��    
Above relationship is referred to as reciprocity rule. Another important relation 

which is referred to as summation rule, applies to an enclosure with N number of 

surfaces. From the definition of the view factor it is clear that, 

NO���
��� � � 

O�� � 0c�If the surface i is plane or convex and O�� Ú 0c�If the surface i is concave 

(Ghoshdastidar, 2005) 

A relationship for the additive nature of view factors can be obtained as follows 

(Figure 3). 

 

M� � NM�
�

���  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: View factor between Ai and a composite area 
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Dividing the above equation by AiJi following relationship is obtained. 

 O���� � NO���
��� ��  

 

Where parenthesis around a subscript indicate that it is a composite surfaces, in 

which case j is equivalent to (1, 2,…., k,…N) 

In addition to the above relationships, symmetry of the enclosure can be considered 

in order to get relationships for view factors. 
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APPENDIX B: A SAMPLE VIEW FACTOR CODE 

This is one of the three view factor codes developed for the simulation tool. 

Dissimilarities present among these codes are mainly due to different shapes of roof 

surfaces. In addition to the main file, there are13 other MATLAB files which should 

be run in order to work ROTSIM. 

 

function [ F] = VF_F4(n) 

%Function for View factor from surface 4 

  

% Defining initial variables 

disp(''); 

%tic 

i= [1 0 0]; 

j= [0 1 0]; 

  

% Defining the coner points of the roof 

  

cord=coordinate; %Importing coordinates of the geometry 

  

p0 = cord(:,1); 

  

p1 = cord(:,2); 

  

p2 = cord(:,3); 

  

p3 = cord(:,4); 

  

%p4 = cord(:,5); 

  

p5 = cord(:,6); 

  

  

%obtaining the inclination angles of the roof surface 

  

%defining the projections on YZ plane and ZX plane 

  

p1YZ = [ 0 p1(2) p1(3) ]; 
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p1ZX = [ p1(1) 0 p1(3) ]; 

  

% A= alpha, B= beta 

A = (acos((dot(p1YZ,j)/(norm(p1YZ))))); 

B = (acos((dot(p1ZX,i)/(norm(p1ZX))))); 

 

%Defining the conversion matrices-m1 martx for surface 1 

  

m1 = [1 0 0 0; 0 cos(A) (-sin(A)) 0; 0 sin(A) cos(A) 0; 0 0 0 1]; 

  

m2r= [cos(pi+B)    0   sin(pi+B) 0 

    0            1   0         0 

    (-sin(pi+B)) 0   cos(pi+B) 0 

    0            0   0         1 ]; % rotation matrix 

  

m2m= [1 0 0 norm(p3-p0); 0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]; %moving along 

  

m2 = m2m*m2r; 

  

m4 = [ cos(2*pi-B)    0 sin(2*pi-B) 0 

    0              1 0           0 

    (-sin(2*pi-B)) 0 cos(2*pi-B) 0 

    0              0 0           1]; 

  

  

%starting the loop 

  

%converting base coordinate into triangular surface's coordinates 

p14Tr = m4\p1; 

  

%converting base coordinate into triangular surface's coordinates(surface 1) 

p11Re = m1\p1; 

p21Re = m1\p2; 

  

p11Tr = p11Re; 

  

%converting base coordinate into surface 2 coordinate 

p12Tr = m2\p2; 

  

  

%defining the ratio of sub elements of the rectangle of surface1. c-ratio 
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c1x=1; 

c1y=1; 

if ((p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))>(p11Re(2,1))) 

    c1x=round((p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))/(p11Re(2,1))); %x/y 

else 

    c1y=round((p11Re(2,1))/(p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))); %y/x 

end 

  

  

%Writing the programme for right angled triangle relative to iso scale triangle 

  

count=0; 

count2=0; 

F41Trh1=0; 

F41Trh2=0; 

F41Reh=0; 

F42Tr=0; 

  

r=1; 

for c= 0: (n-2) 

     

    for d= r: (2*n-1-r) 

         

        q=1; 

         

        for b= 0: (n-2) 

             

            for a= q: (n-1) 

                 

                %defining the coordinates of triangular surface's elements 

                 

                x11 = p11Tr(1,1);%point 1 reletive to surface 1 co: sys: triangular section 

                y11 = p11Tr(2,1); 

                 

                p1bTrh = m1*[x11*a/n; y11*b/n; 0; 1];%element trangular half 

                p2bTrh = m1*[x11*(a+1)/n; y11*b/n; 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTrh = m1*[x11*a/n; y11*(b+1)/n; 0; 1];%element 

                 

                x14 = p14Tr(1,1); 

                y24 = p5(2); 
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                p1bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element triangle isoscale 

                p2bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*(d+1)/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTr = m4*[x14*(c+1)/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                 

                 

                n1jHh = m1*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m1*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n1jh = [n1jHh(1,1) n1jHh(2,1) n1jHh(3,1)]; 

                 

                n4jH = m4*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m4*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n4j = [n4jH(1,1) n4jH(2,1) n4jH(3,1)]; 

                 

                 

                dAjh = norm(p2bTrh-p1bTrh)*norm(p4bTrh-p1bTrh); 

                 

                xijh = ((p1bTrh(1,1)+p2bTrh(1,1))/2)-(p1bTr(1,1)+ p4bTr(1,1))/2; 

                yijh = ((p1bTrh(2,1)+p4bTrh(2,1))/2)-(p1bTr(2,1)+ p2bTr(2,1))/2; 

                zijh = ((p1bTrh(3,1)+p4bTrh(3,1))/2)-(p1bTr(3,1)+ p4bTr(3,1))/2; 

                 

                sijh = [xijh yijh zijh];%vector from surface 4 to surface 1 

                sjih = (-sijh); 

                 

                 

                dFijh = ((dot(-n4j,sijh))*(dot(-n1jh,sjih))*dAjh)/(pi*(norm(sijh).^4)); 

                 

                F41Trh1 = F41Trh1 + dFijh; 

                 

                count=count+1; 

                 

            end 

            q=q+1; 

             

        end 

         

        %witing the loop for triangular half 2 of  surface 1 

        q=1; 

         

        for b= 0: (n-2) 

             

            for a= 0: (n-1-q) 

                 

                x11 = p11Tr(1,1);%point 1 reletive to surface 1 co: sys: triangular section 
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                y11 = p11Tr(2,1); 

                x21= p21Re(1,1); 

                 

                p1bTrh = m1*[x21+x11*a/n; y11*b/n; 0; 1];%element trangular half 

                p2bTrh = m1*[x21+x11*(a+1)/n; y11*b/n; 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTrh = m1*[x21+x11*a/n; y11*(b+1)/n; 0; 1];%element 

                 

                x14 = p14Tr(1,1); 

                y24 = p5(2); 

                 

                p1bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element triangle isoscale 

                p2bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*(d+1)/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTr = m4*[x14*(c+1)/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                 

                 

                n1jHh = m1*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m1*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n1jh = [n1jHh(1,1) n1jHh(2,1) n1jHh(3,1)]; 

                 

                n4jH = m4*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m4*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n4j = [n4jH(1,1) n4jH(2,1) n4jH(3,1)]; 

                 

                dAjh = norm(p2bTrh-p1bTrh)*norm(p4bTrh-p1bTrh); 

                 

                xijh = ((p1bTrh(1,1)+p2bTrh(1,1))/2)-(p1bTr(1,1)+ p4bTr(1,1))/2; 

                yijh = ((p1bTrh(2,1)+p4bTrh(2,1))/2)-(p1bTr(2,1)+ p2bTr(2,1))/2; 

                zijh = ((p1bTrh(3,1)+p4bTrh(3,1))/2)-(p1bTr(3,1)+ p4bTr(3,1))/2; 

                 

                sijh = [xijh yijh zijh];%vector from surface 4 to surface 1 

                sjih = (-sijh); 

                 

                 

                dFijh2 = ((dot(-n4j,sijh))*(dot(-n1jh,sjih))*dAjh)/(pi*(norm(sijh).^4)); 

                 

                F41Trh2 = F41Trh2 + dFijh2; 

                 

                count2=count2+1; 

                 

            end 

            q=q+1; 

             

        end 
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        %writing the loop for rectangular half of surface 1 

        n1x=c1x*n; 

        n1y=c1y*n; 

        count3=0; 

         

        if p1==p2 

            F41Reh=0; 

        else 

             

            for b= 0 : (n1y-1) 

                 

                for a= 0 : (n1x-1) 

                     

                    p1bRe = m1*[(p11Re(1,1)+(p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))*a/n1x); p11Re(2,1)*b/n1y; 0; 1];%element 

                    p2bRe = m1*[(p11Re(1,1)+(p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))*(a+1)/n1x); p11Re(2,1)*b/n1y; 0; 1];%element 

                    p4bRe = m1*[(p11Re(1,1)+(p21Re(1,1)-p11Re(1,1))*a/n1x); p11Re(2,1)*(b+1)/n1y; 0; 1];%element 

                     

                    x14 = p14Tr(1,1); 

                    y24 = p5(2); 

                     

                    p1bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element triangle isoscale 

                    p2bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*(d+1)/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                    p4bTr = m4*[x14*(c+1)/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                    n1jHh = m1*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m1*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal- normal is same 

everywhere 

                    n1jh = [n1jHh(1,1) n1jHh(2,1) n1jHh(3,1)]; 

                     

                     

                    n4jH = m4*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m4*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                    n4j = [n4jH(1,1) n4jH(2,1) n4jH(3,1)]; 

                     

                     

                    xijh=((p1bRe(1,1)+p2bRe(1,1))/2)-(p1bTr(1,1)+ p4bTr(1,1))/2; 

                    yijh=((p1bRe(2,1)+p4bRe(2,1))/2)-(p1bTr(2,1)+ p2bTr(2,1))/2; 

                    zijh=((p1bRe(3,1)+p4bRe(3,1))/2)-(p1bTr(3,1)+ p4bTr(3,1))/2; 

                    sijh=[xijh yijh zijh]; 

                    sjih=(-sijh); 

                     

                    dAjh=norm(p2bRe-p1bRe)*norm(p4bRe-p1bRe); 
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                    dFijr = ((dot(-n4j,sijh))*(dot(-n1jh,sjih))*dAjh)/(pi*(norm(sijh).^4)); 

                     

                     

                    F41Reh =  F41Reh + dFijr; 

                     

                    count3=count3+1; 

                     

                end 

            end 

        end 

         

        %witing the loop for triangul  surface 2 

        q=1; 

         

        for b= 0: (n-2) 

             

            for a= q: (2*n-1-q) 

                 

                x12 = p12Tr(1,1);% surface 4 and surface 2 become the same when the local coorninates are 

considered 

                y12 = p12Tr(2,1); 

                 

                p1bTr2 = m2*[x12*b/n; y12*a/n; 0; 1];%element triangle isoscale2 

                p2bTr2 = m2*[x12*b/n; y12*(a+1)/n; 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTr2 = m2*[x12*(b+1)/n; y12*a/n; 0; 1];%element 

                 

                x14 = p14Tr(1,1); 

                y24 = p5(2); 

                 

                p1bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element triangle isoscale 

                p2bTr = m4*[x14*c/n; y24*(d+1)/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                p4bTr = m4*[x14*(c+1)/n; y24*d/(2*n); 0; 1];%element 

                 

                n2jH = m2*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m2*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n2j = [n2jH(1,1) n2jH(2,1) n2jH(3,1)]; 

                n4jH = m4*[0; 0; 1; 1]-m4*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %n2j homogenious and getting the normal 

                n4j = [n4jH(1,1) n4jH(2,1) n4jH(3,1)]; 

                 

                dAjh = norm(p2bTr2-p1bTr2)*norm(p4bTr2-p1bTr2); 

                 

                xijh = ((p1bTr2(1,1)+p4bTr2(1,1))/2)-(p1bTr(1,1)+ p4bTr(1,1))/2; 
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                yijh = ((p1bTr2(2,1)+p2bTr2(2,1))/2)-(p1bTr(2,1)+ p2bTr(2,1))/2; 

                zijh = ((p1bTr2(3,1)+p4bTr2(3,1))/2)-(p1bTr(3,1)+ p4bTr(3,1))/2; 

                 

                sijh = [xijh yijh zijh];%vector from surface 4 to surface 1 

                sjih = (-sijh); 

                 

                 

                dFij2 = ((dot(-n4j,sijh))*(dot(n2j,sjih))*dAjh)/(pi*(norm(sijh).^4)); 

                 

                F42Tr= F42Tr + dFij2; 

                 

                count3=count3+1; 

                 

            end 

            q=q+1; 

             

        end 

         

         

    end 

    r=r+1; 

     

end 

  

  

F41Tr1 = F41Trh1/(n*n-n);%triangle1 of surface 1 reletive to surf 4 

F41Tr2 = F41Trh2/(n*n-n); 

F41Re  = F41Reh/(n*n-n);%Rectangle of surface 1 reletive to surf 4 

F42      =F42Tr/(n*n-n); 

F41      =F41Tr1+F41Tr2+F41Re; 

  

F=[F41 F42]; 

  

disp(''); 

end 
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APPENDIX C: MEASURING EQUIPMENTS 

Hobo U12 Data logger-Onset, USA 

Measurement range: -20° to 70°C  

Accuracy: ± 0.35°C from 0° to 50°C  

Resolution: 0.03°C at 25°C  

Operating temperature: 

Logging: -20° to 70°C  

Sample Rate: 1 second to 18 hours 

Source: onset HOBO Data loggers (2011) 

 

DL2e data logger-Delta-T devices, UK 

Voltage range: ±4mV, ±32mV, ±262mV, ±2.097V 

Accuracy: ±0.2% (-20 to 60°C) 

Resolution: 1mV, 8mV, 64mV, 0.5m 

Resistance ranges: 1kW, 10kW, 100kW, 1MW  

Accuracy: ±0.1% (±0.6% to 50°C, on lowest range) 

Resolution: 0.01W (lowest range) 

Source: DL2e - Data Logger (2011) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: HOBO U12 

Figure 5: DL2e data logger 
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BF5 sunshine sensor-Delta-T devices, UK 

Overall accuracy: Total: ±5 W.m-2   ±12% 

Overall accuracy: Diffuse: ±20 W.m-2 ±15% 

Resolution: 0.3 W.m-2 

Range: 0 - 1250 W.m-2 

Output sensitivity: 1mV = 0.5 W.m-2 

Output range: 0 – 2500 mV 

Source: BF5 - Sunshine Sensor(2011) 

 

 

 

Figure 6: BF5 Sunshine sensor 
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APPENDIX D: DEVELOPED SOFTWARE TOOL (ROTSIM) 

Appendix D is included in the CD, which is attached with the thesis. 


